
June 2002 HRH QE II Golden Jubilee 2584

Roll: 20020603-2584
Camera: FUJI PHOTO FILM CO., LTD. SP-1500:

Film: 2.3MP

Subject:

HRH QE II Golden Jubilee

Notes:

No idea what this camera is, I don’t recognise it all and I can find any details of it on on the web. There are

though examples of pictures taken with a Fuji SP-1500 on specialist photographic sites.

Auntie Dorothy was living in assisted accommodation at what is now Pev eril Court (I think it may have

been called something else at the time). I took Joseph there regularly, I think at least once a month to spend

time with his great aunt. As part of the Queen’s Golden Jubilee celebrations the home organised a barbeque

in the garden. It was beautiful day, my Mum and Dad were there too. Yoyo was only 8 months old but al-

ready he loved his Grandad. A good time was had by all.

Fortunately Yoyo was still feeding on his mother’s milk, the rest of us tucked into burgers from the bar-

beque. From about midnight the consequences cut in. Both Rahel and I were as sick as dogs and on contact-

ing the M and P the following day we discovered that everyone had been suffering vomiting and diarrhoea.

Apparently while defrosting the burgers had been stored beneath the chicken. A very grim awakening.

The images have been misplaced for over 20 years and I have only run across them while writing routines

of better sort and integrate stuff on disk.

People:

Auntie Dorothy, Betty, Neil, Rahel and Joseph.

Dates:

The dates in the original exif data were clearly wrong and at some point, perhaps in 2019 I reset them. The

ev ent certainly took place on the Bank Holiday Monday 3rd June 2002.

Frames:

CNV00025 20020603 12:30:00 The Fulford siblings.

CNV00026 20020603 12:30:30 My drink is water bright.

CNV00027 20020603 13:00:00 The finger grab.

CNV00028 20020603 13:00:03 The finger grab.

CNV00029 20020603 13:01:00 The finger grab.

CNV00030 20020603 13:01:20 Mother and son.
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CNV00025 - The Fulford siblings.

CNV00026 - My drink is water bright.
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CNV00028 - The finger grab.

CNV00030 - Mother and son.
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